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Multipole structure in asymmetrical double Rydberg states
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We have investigated Ba high-I 8snl double Rydberg states produced by multistep laser excitation in
the presence of a temporarily applied electric field to probe the Coulomb interaction between the two ex-
cited electrons. The spectra for the 6s ~8s excitation with n —13 (I = 12 to 6) show a strong dependence
on the orbital momentum of the external electron, due to multipole effects. To explain the 5fn'!' reso-
nances appearing in the n = 13 and 14 l =6 spectra, terms higher than the dipole interaction have to be
considered in the multipole expansion.

PACS number(s): 31.20.Tz, 31.50.+w, 32.80.Rm

The study of electron correlation effects in doubly ex-
cited states presents a particularly exciting problem in
atomic physics. Because of the nonseparability of its
Hamiltonian, the three-body problem cannot be solved
easily except when the electrons are asymmetrically excit-
ed. Then they are located at different radii
( ( r, ) (( ( r 2 ) ) and considered as distinguishable parti-
cles with negligible exchange effects. In the case of core
penetrating low-l orbits, the spectra are dominated by the
properties of the intershell states (N, l, n 212 ) inside a
non-Coulombic reaction zone. These states are well de-
scribed outside of it in the framework of the quantum-
defect theory [1],where the long-range electronic interac-
tions are in general neglected. This is no longer valid
when the electrons are in a planetary situation [2] be-
cause of their weaker penetration in the positive doubly
charged core. The electron-electron and electron-core in-
teractions may be comparable; recent calculations [3] for
a three-body Coulomb system give new insights into the
problem.

Electronic correlation studies in highly doubly excited
atoms in the different situations schematically described
above have been reported previously. These range from
the pure three-body Coulomb systems He [4,5] and H
[6] to non-Coulombic ones involving electronic collision
excitation in He [7,8] and sequential laser excitation of
both electrons in alkaline-earth-metal atoms [9—15]. To
overcome the autoionization broadening of the lines, dou-
bly excited states with a non-core-penetrating high-l
outer electron were produced by an electric-field switch-
ing method [16,17]. The results indicated an n depen-
dence and a rapid decrease with l of the autoionization
rates due to the centrifugal barrier potential, which
prevents penetration of the nl electron inside the residual
core. In this case, the outermost electron moves approxi-
mately in a hydrogenic orbit around a singly charged
core. Then, the anisotropic part of the Coulombic
electron-electron interaction can be written, assuming
r& (r2 as [18]

1/r&& —1/r2= g r&qr& ~~+"C (8&,p&)C (82, y&),
q=1

where the Ct(8, y) are q rank tensorial operators. The
total Hamiltonian, including the spin-orbit interaction of
the inner X, l, electron but neglecting that of the outer
one, commutes with E and K, as well as the parity
operator. Here E denotes the coupled angular momen-
turn between the total angular momentum j, of the
Ba+(N, l, ) core and the !momentum of the outer elec-
tron in a (j, l)K scheme. This model allows us to under-
stand the 6p3/2nl, 6ds&2nl [12], and 7ds&2nl [13] spectra
where the long-range correlations due to dipole and
quadrupole terms give 2j&+1 components in a so-called
K structure. When j& =

—,
' the two K =l+—,

' components
are degenerate [12], as in N, snl states. For 10s core exci-
tation, we have shown that the electron-electron interac-
tion is essentially dipolar with =15% maximum quadru-
polar contribution for l = 10 [19].

The purpose of this experiment is to excite asymmetri-
cal double Rydberg 8snl states where the inner 8s elec-
tron is Ba + -core-penetrating and where the outer nl
electron neither penetrates the Ba + core nor overlaps
the 8s orbital. We also intend to study the electron-
electron interaction spectral signatures when they start to
inAuence each other more by decreasing l or in other
words to observe for the first time the evolution from a
quasiplanetary situation to a more complex three-body
system. Here, we point out that studying states with an
inner 8s electron may be not as appropriate as higher-l,
less-core-penetrating orbits, but avoids the complex K
structure [19],which might possibly mask new phenome-
na in the spectra.

We have used selective two-step excitation of a 6snk
Stark state in a static field and the adiabatic switching
method to produce a 6snl initial Rydberg state. Then,
double-Rydberg final states were monitored by recording
two-photon excitation spectra in the vicinity of the
6s~8s Ba ionic transition. Figure 1 shows typical
scans for 6s

& &2nl ~8s, &znl spectra with n = 13 and
k =11—7. The spectra are recorded in our experimental
setup with a residual stray field ( ~ 1 V/cm) in the Stark
switching technique, causing small l mixing to be present
in the initial state when firing the core-excitation laser.
This has been studied elsewhere in detail [19] and does
not interfere with the results presented here. It gives the
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FIG. 1. Two-photon excitation spectra 6s, ~213l~8sl~2131
recorded from an initially selected 6s13k Stark state with k

varying from 11 to 7. Spectra are referred to the 6s &&2 ~8s &z&

two-photon Ba transition, and the Fabry-Perot fringe spacing
is 4 cm '. The horizontal scale gives the I value and the posi-

tion of the identified 8s&&2nl lines in the spectra.

presence of weak I =k+1 components on both sides of
the main I =k line, which corresponds to the selected
6snk state. It is less pronounced for k ~ 8 because the en-
ergy splittings between the 6snl and 6snl+1 states are
larger. The Ba+ 6s —+8s two-photon transition, on the
left side of each spectrum, is derived from the laser popu-
lated Ba+ ground-state ions. It gives a useful energy
marker for the position of a pure noninteracting two-
electron system with the outer one at infinity. The rela-
tive energy distance ho. 3 of each identified 8s

& &2nl peak
from the Ba+ 8s transition measures directly the effect of
the interaction between the electrons in the final state.
This is proportional to the quantum defect difference
55=68, '—56,

' rejecting the change affecting the external
nl electron in the presence of the final excited Ba+ state.
Notice the increasing value of ho3 as l decreases. This
can be understood in a classical picture by comparing the
inner turning point of the outer n =13 electron, which
evolves from 90 a.u. (1 =11) to 23 a.u. (1 =6), i.e., close
to the outer turning point of the inner Ss electron (19
a.u. ). Thus the outer electron never penetrates. For
k =7, we can see that many additional peaks appear in
the region of the expected Ss n =13 1=7 single line
showing admixture with other doubly excited states. For
l=6, the phenomenon is more pronounced, as can be
seen in Fig. 2 by comparing traces (a) and (b) and
characterized by extended structures also present in
n =14 1=6 spectra [trace (c)]. These doubly excited
states are identified as belonging to Sf~/2 7/2n

'l' series be-
cause of the regularity of their measured n ' effective
quantum numbers with respect to Ba 5f levels [20]. It
corresponds to octopole mixing between Ss and Sf Ba+
core channels in the final state due to multipole effects,
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FIG. 2. Two-photon excitation spectra from the 6s&zznI =6 initial state with the n =13 trace (b) and n =14 trace (c) showing the

large structure identified with the 5f5/p 7/2n 'l' series. In order to show the resonances corresponding to the same levels in (b) and (c)
both spectra are presented in an absolute energy scale. For this reason the ionic 8s Ba+ line is displaced by the energy di8'erence be-

tween the two 6sn =13 and 141=6 initial levels. The intensity of the 5f, /2 7/2n'1' series is modulated by the square of the overlap in-

tegral. The X marks point the zeros of the integral. The trace (a) is identical to the bottom trace k =7 of Fig. 1 for n =13 and has

been reported here for convenience, showing the rapid evolution of the data from I =7 to 6.
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the importance of which varies inversely with the inner
turning point of the outer electron.

Considering the simple perturbative model and apply-
ing conservation of parity and K, for octopole coupling
with Ss, /z n =13 l =6 (K= —", , —", degenerate) levels, we

predict the Sf5/z7/p n'l'=9, 7, 5, or 3 with K= —",

and/or —", states, giving a total of six K series converging
to the 5f5/2 and eight K series to the 5f7/2 limits. As-
suming a small quantum defect for the high n' and l'
outer electron, we can estimate that the lowest observed
member of each Sf5/2 7/2 series has n'=40 and 22, re-
spectively. These fall in a zone where IC structures [21]
are always unresolved at our laser linewidth (1.5 GHz full
width at half maximum). The data should simplify to
four 5f5/2 and four 5f7/2 series with I'=9, 7, 5, or 3. A
quantum defect analysis reveals average 5(mod 1) values
for only four perturbed series: two converging to Sfs/2
(=0.14 and =0.41) and two to Sf7/2 (=0.72 and
=0.95) belonging to different available l' momenta of the
external electron.

Writing the energy-dependent final-state wave function

as %(E)=aI Ssn*l )+g,.P, I
5fn;*1 ) +open (and other

closed) channels, the intensity of the excitation spectrum
can be expressed as

&6snllT' 'I P(E)) =Ial &6sIT' 'lss) &nlln'l)

where T' ' is the two-photon transition dipole operator
and n* is the eff'ective quantum number of the 8snl state.
The above expression exhibits the well-known square
overlap integral [16] intensity envelope observed in our
spectra [see trace (c) in Fig. 2], while the lal factor con-
tains the interaction signature between the two electrons.
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